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Abstract: Developing longwall mining under weak geological conditions imposes a substantial
challenge with regard to the higher risk of falling roofs. Maintaining the stability of the longwall face
in this aforementioned condition is crucial for smooth operation. Investigating roof conditions in
longwall requires detailed study of rock behavior in response to a few key influences. This paper
presents the outcome of a numerical analysis of roof stability in shallow depth longwall face under
weak geological conditions. A series of validated FLAC3D models was developed to examine the
roof condition of the longwall face under the influence of shield canopy ratio, shield resistance force,
and stress ratio. The results show that these three key factors have a significant impact on longwall
roof conditions, which can be used to optimize its stability. Two distinct mechanisms of the roof
caving behavior can be observed under the influence of stress ratio. The countermeasures of reducing
face-to-tip distance and cutting width are proposed to improve the roof condition of longwall face
under weak rock. The outcomes show a substantial improvement in roof conditions after adopting
the proposed method.

Keywords: numerical analysis; weak geological conditions; shallow depth; longwall face; roof
stability; shield configurations

1. Introduction

Global energy consumption is projected to increase in the next decade [1,2]. Coal
consumption is still considered the main player in the energy sector, although it is usually
associated with emission problems [3,4]. Coal production is mainly mined using longwall
mining methods since this method provides high resource recovery. The stability of the
longwall face is one of the fundamental considerations when it comes to designing a
sustainable longwall mine [5,6]. The face of the longwall is the region where the coal
seam is excavated. The stability of the longwall face is fully maintained by the array set
of powered shield support. Although the advanced longwall system has been improved
with the automated system, it always required some miners to work in the longwall face to
keep the extraction operation running. Inappropriate selection of powered shield support
can lead to potential incidences, including roof falls, floor heave, and face collapse, which
will disrupt coal production or even lead to fatalities [7]. The investigation on longwall
face stability provides the impact of safety and prevent disaster in a sustainable coal
resources development.
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Since the early introduction of the Longwall mining method, face stability has usually
been the center of attention for many researchers from the introduction of conventional
face support to semi-automated systems and fully automated systems. Recent research
by Ji et al. [8] has used the superposition technique to study the behavior and failure
mechanism of the overlying roof strata generating their failure pattern and mechanical
state. The result indicated that yield degree and yield distance were the main controllers
on the roof failure which could occur in front of the longwall face or over goaf area. An
experimental study by Tian et al. [9] on the fracture and deformation of the working coal
face by considering non-uniform bearing pressure area shows that the coal wall goes
through a complex fracturing phenomenon which is directly linked to distance from the
coal face. Most of the surface fracture in coal face is tensile, while shear or combination
between the two can be found further away from the face. Other researchers have studied
shield support interaction with the overlying roof strata by performing model tests on
various types of shield support which results in different fracture zone under different
strength parameters of rock [10]. Others have used numerical simulations to estimate and
predict the behavior of surrounding rock in a longwall face, the interaction of roof with
powered shield support, stability of the coal pillar, and influence of dynamic pressure in
longwall mining with substantial outcomes [10–16].

There are two characteristics of the powered shield support, namely its load resistance
capacity, which is usually provided by one or two pairs of high-pressure legs, as well as the
position of the legs, which can lead to a different resistance stress distribution depending on
the canopy ratio [17]. The correct static balance conditions of the powered shield support
are significantly influenced by canopy ratio, which results in a reduction in the stress
distribution that occurs between the coal face and roof [11]. According to previous research,
there is a wide range of shield resistance forces adopted for research studies, which ranges
from 2000 up to 260,000 kN depending on the characteristics of the studied longwall mine
site [12,13,18]. Witek and Prusek [19] simulated the behavior of shield support stress with
different load-bearing capacities and load distributions. Their outcome specified that the
stress value of the shield base depends on the canopy loading pattern and is the highest
when the load condition is asymmetrical and the lowest when the load is applied to the
entire surface of the canopy.

Weak geological conditions have proven to impose many challenges in the devel-
opment of longwall mining [20–22]. The lack of rock strength competence requires its
own investigation of its rock mass, strata behavior, stress distribution, deformation, and
exclusive support design during mine development and operation [21–25]. A big portion
of the global coal reserves is located in weak geological conditions [26–29]. Specifically,
for Indonesia, which is one of the world’s largest coal reserve countries, most of its coal
reserves are usually found in weak rock zones [30–33]. In addition to rock mechanical
properties, the surrounding stress conditions also have a major influence on longwall
development in weak rock. For instance, a change in horizontal stress can result in entry
gate roof failure in the form of cutter and sagging, especially for weak roof geology in
shallow depth [34]. There is not a universal definition of what depth is considered shallow
for longwall mining. It usually depends on the country and its relative average depth of
the mine. However, studies of shallow depth longwall mine are usually located at a depth
up to 400 m [35,36]. The changing stress induced by the redistribution of load can also
cause a large deformation surrounding the working area [37].

Review of previous research demonstrates that the appropriate selection of shield
support and accurate prediction of roof caving behavior are the two crucial influences of
face stability, which can directly be linked to many factors such as mechanical properties
of coal and surrounding rocks, shield configurations, in situ stress, etc. Previous studies
seldom considered shallow and weak geological conditions in the research work, as their
study field is often located in deep and hard rock conditions. It is doubtful that those
studies can be applied to coal field located in weak geological conditions. Research on
the stability of longwall face in weak geological conditions is very limited. The strata
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behavior of the rock under weak geological conditions deserves a detailed investigation,
as it could turn out to be entirely different from that of hard rock, especially for longwall
mining, a method that is able to completely exploit the coal reserve. Although longwall
development has already been carried out for many decades, the uniqueness of the new
site study still captivated innovative study aspects, method of analysis, issue consideration
for mining optimization, and sustainability. For this study, in particular, we focus on
developing longwall under weak geological conditions by considering several local key
issues by means of numerical analysis. There are several other ways of studying longwall
development including empirical analysis, field monitoring, and physical modeling. Due
to the complexity of each site condition, a numerical analysis is usually considered to be
the main tool for the analysis because of its overall flexibility and scale. However, the
drawback of this method is that it still requires some field monitoring data for validating
analysis accuracy as well as some empirical estimation for the unavailable parameters. As
a result, a series of numerical models is established to investigate the interaction between
shield support and roof strata under weak geological conditions by considering different
types of shield resistance force distribution, shield capacity, and stress conditions. Based
on the validated numerical models, the interaction between shield support and weak roof
strata can be investigated in detail and a countermeasure for controlling face stability is
proposed which can be adopted in a relevant longwall mining project or be useful for future
research work.

2. Studied Site

This research is carried out on the Kutai Basin of East Kalimantan province, the second-
largest coalfield in Indonesia. The total coal resource in this province is estimated to be
around 37,904 Mt [38]. The studied site is situated near Samarinda town. The geological
structure of the coal seam in the studied area is dominated by a monocline structure with a
maximum dip angle of up to 13◦. The depth of the mineable coal seam can reach 300 m. The
stratigraphy of this area is associated with two formations known as Balikpapan Formation
and Pulau Balang Formation, which formed during the middle to upper Miocene [39]. Coal
seams in this area are surrounded by weak claystone with a maximum uniaxial strength
around 13 MPa on average for the studied depth up to 300 m. Claystone is considered the
dominant rock in this area. According to laboratory tests, the strength of the dominant
rock is correlated with depth. Due to the lack of available initial stress information, initial
vertical stress and horizontal stress are estimated using Equations (1) and (2) as follows [40].

σv =
n

∑
i=1

γigHi (1)

σh = kσv (2)

where σv is vertical stress, σh is horizontal stress, γ is rock density, g is gravity constant and
H is the thickness of rock strata.

Figure 1 displays the general mine layout of the studied area. The mine layout is
composed of two incline entries, namely the north slope and the south slope, which are
connected to the two main entries. The entry size is 5 m in width by 3 m in height. The
entry roof is supported by a 1 m spacing of steel arches with a maximum yield strength
of 540 MPa. A parallel series of mine panels is formed by a 121 longwall system, which
consists of one working face, two entries, and one protective chain pillar in between the
mining panel. The panel configuration is 130 m in width and 500 m to 1000 m in length
with 30 m width of coal pillar between the panel.
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3. Establishment of Numerical Model
3.1. Global Model Description

The three-dimension models are constructed and analyzed in FLAC3D (Fast La-
grangian Analysis of Continua in Three-Dimensions) based on the actual onsite conditions.
The longwall panel configurations for modeling include the panel width of 130 m, chain
pillar width of 30 m as well as 5 m by 3 m of gate cross-section which is supported by 1 m
spacing of steel arch. The overall dimension for the global model is shown in Figure 2a.
Following the symmetry principle in numerical modeling, the model consists of two half-
widths of longwall panels, which are separated by two gate entries and a chain pillar in
between. The total dimension of the model is 170 m × 100 m × 78 m (Length × Width
× Height). A 3-m coal seam is modeled in between the dominant rock claystone. In the
global model, the claystone thickness is 50 m and 25 m for overburden and underburden,
respectively. To obtain highly accurate simulation results, the mesh size surrounding the
longwall face is densified as shown in Figure 2b. The mesh size of the densified zone
is 0.25 m. The base of the model is fixed in all three translation directions. Horizontal
compression stress is applied on the four sides of the model based on the initial in-situ
horizontal stress condition of the case study. Compression vertical stress is applied on
top of the model to simulate in-situ vertical stress generated according to the cover depth
at which the coal seam is located. Stress ratio K, which is the ratio of horizontal stress
to vertical stress, is used to represent initial stress conditions for the study. The range of
stress ratio is vary based on the location. Generally, for 300 m depth, it is around 0.5 to
2 [23–25,41]. For the studied site, the range of stress ratio is assumed to be from 0.5 to
2. The constitutive model for the numerical simulation is based on the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion. The laboratory results of core samples from the actual site indicate that
the strength of the claystone is depth-dependent. The strength of claystone increases with
increasing depth. For that reason, four types of claystone properties are adopted for the
simulation for the cover depth of 50 m, 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m. Table 1 lists all rock
properties used in this research, while Table 2 shows the mechanical properties of the
steel beam used for simulating support structural elements. Steel beam configurations in
Figure 2c is adopted for gates roof support. This steel beam is called SS540 which provides
maximum yield strength of around 540 MPa.
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Figure 2. Global model: (a) model dimension, (b) model after panel excavation, (c) steel beam,
(d) longwall face.

Table 1. Summary of rock properties used in the simulation.

Rock
Compressive

Strength
(MPa)

Density
(kg/m3)

Young’s
Modulus

(MPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Cohesion
(MPa)

Internal
Friction

Angle (◦)

Tensile
Strength

(MPa)

Claystone (50 m) 2.72 2095 268 0.28 0.14 33.08 0.38
Claystone (100 m) 4.84 2110 800 0.28 0.60 37.45 0.52
Claystone (200 m) 9.08 2140 1880 0.28 1.07 46.18 0.80
Claystone (300 m) 13.32 2160 2960 0.28 1.54 54.91 1.08

Coal 8.16 1380 1300 0.32 2.63 45.60 0.58
Goaf - 1700 15 0.25 0.001 25 -

Table 2. Summary of steel beam properties using in the simulation.

Density
(kg/m3)

Young’s
Modulus

(GPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Cross-
Sectional

Area (cm2)

Maximum
Yield Strength

(MPa)

Second
Moment

Y-Axis (m4)

Second
Moment

Z-Axis (m4)

Polar Moment
of Inertia

(m4)

7800 200 0.3 36.5 540 732 × 10−8 154 × 10−8 22 × 10−8

Figure 2b also demonstrates the model state at the end of the simulation process. The
modeling steps consist of: (1) constructing the model geometry and mesh; (2) analyzing for
the initial state; (3) excavating and installing support to the gates; (4) retreating the longwall
panel for 50 m. A detailed illustration of the longwall face can be found in Figure 2d. The
longwall face is supported by powered shield support. The detail of goaf modeling is
explained by Sasaoka, et al. [25]. Since roof caving occurs in the goaf area which makes
the whole area inaccessible, it is very difficult to study and obtain goaf behavior. Most of
the research investigates goaf using the indirect method. Goaf properties are estimated
using trial and error. For this study, goaf properties are adopted from the previous research.
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During panel retreat, the excavated rock zone properties and roof caving zone are switched
to goaf properties. Caved zone height can be determined by Equation (3) as follows [42,43]:

hc =
100hm

c1hm + c2
(3)

where hc is caved zone height, hm is the working thickness, and c1 and c2 are the strata
strength coefficients, whose values can be identified according to Table 3. Since the max-
imum compressive strength of rock is 13.32 MPa and the working thickness is 3 m, the
caving zone can be calculated to be 5.92 m.

Table 3. Strata strength coefficient.

Strata Strength
Compressive

Strength (MPa)
Coefficient

c1 c2

Hard Rock >40 2.1 16
Medium-hard Rock 20–40 4.7 19

Weak Rock <20 6.2 32

There are two stability indicators in this study, failure zone, and shield displacement.
Failure zone is an area zone where the stresses fulfill the yield criterion. The mechanism of
failure can occur in shear mode and tension mode [44]. This can indicate a possible roof fall,
face collapse, and floor heave in the longwall face. For instance, an illustration of the failure
zone from the simulation result in a 300-m depth case is presented in Figure 3a where
“None” legend represents the non-failure zone and other legends represent the mode of
failure. Although the ultimate goal is to maintain the stability of the longwall face, it is
impossible to completely diminish the failure zone in the face during longwall operation.
Thus, it is required to consider the allowable range of fracture control, above which the
failure zone is exceeded, to consider that the roof is in poor condition. Zhao et al. [12]
adopted 0.4 m as the allowable range for roof control. Due to the mesh size in this study,
0.5 m is adopted for this study as the allowable range of roof control. If the failure zone
exceeds the 0.5 m range, the rock is considered in poor condition.
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Total shield convergence is also a good indicator of shield selection. A review of several
modern support designs confirmed that set-to-yield convergence is about 1.1 to 1.5 mm
per 1MPa pressure [45]. Cheng and Peng [46] monitored the set-to-yield convergence
of the shield support in a mine site and indicated that the maximum initial set-to-yield
convergence is 12 mm during the load cycle. Set-to-yield convergence is one of the shield
support specifications and is commonly provided with the technical specification of the
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support. When exceeding the specification set-to-yield convergent rate, it can lead to the
reduction of support stiffness, hence poor roof condition. The simulating result specimen
of the vertical convergence of the shield support is shown in Figure 3b.

3.2. Simulation Model of Powered Shield Support

In this study, the two-leg powered shield support is selected. Powered shield support
is the most essential component for maintaining the stability of the longwall face to make
panel retreat possible. The component of shield support comprises the canopy, the base,
back-shield plate, and hydraulic legs. The working mechanism of the shield support is
mainly based on the resistant power of the hydraulic legs. The canopy and base plate
of the shield support interact directly with the working face overlying roof and floor.
Figure 4a illustrates the typical interaction of shield support with the surrounding rock
in the longwall face. The position of the leg is essential in determining the interaction
behavior between the shield and the surrounding rock [10]. The different position of the
legs results in different resistant stress distribution of the canopy and the base of the shield.
The calculation of shield canopy ratio (CR) can be found in Figure 4a. Canopy ratio is the
ratio of leg-to-tip distance to leg-to-back distance of the canopy. For model simulation,
the shield plate is modeled using a series of interconnected beams, a type of structural
element function in FLAC3D linked together to create a shield plate structure, as shown in
Figure 4b. The dynamic pressure change of the hydraulic leg cannot be simulated using
any type of structural element available in FLAC3D. As a result, the resistance stress of the
shield leg is simulated using the applied boundary stress on the canopy and the base of
the shield support as shown in Figure 4b. The distribution of applied boundary stress is
based on the canopy ratio of shield support. As shown in Figure 5, due to the width of the
longwall shearer head, it is impossible that the tip of the canopy reach the longwall face.
For the initial state before the cutting (before web), there is already a distance between the
longwall face to the tip of the canopy due to the length of the shearer. After the cutting
(after web), this distance increases depending on the cutting width. Typically, the distance
from the longwall face to tip of the canopy is 0.5 m and the web width is 1 m.
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3.3. Research Scheme

The initial parameters for all analysis conditions include a canopy ratio of 2, shield
resistance force of 10,000 kN, and stress ratio of 1 for the three depths of the coal seam cases,
which are 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m. Parametric studies include varieties of shield canopy
ratios, shield resistance forces, and stress ratios as described below.

• Canopy ratios are CR2, CR2.5, and CR3.2.
• Shield resistance forces are 6000 kN, 8000 kN, 10,000 kN, 12,000 kN
• Stress ratios K are 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2

Throughout the analysis of one parametric study condition, the others two parameters
are set to initial values. For instance, the shield resistance force and stress ratio are kept in
initial value when investigating the influence of the canopy ratio.

All types of shied support have the same canopy length of 3.5 m and base plate length
of 2.5 m, shield width of 2 m, and working height of 3 m. The different component of each
shield variation is the location of the leg, which results in different canopy ratios and hence
different shield resistant stress distribution. The detailed stress distribution of the shield
support with different canopy ratios are shown in Figure 6. For the case where the canopy
ratio is 2, the position of the leg is at the one-third length of the canopy from the back of
the plate, resulting in a triangular distribution of resistance stress on the canopy plate. The
ideal leg position at the base for this case is one-third length of the base from the front of
the base, which results in a reverse triangular distribution, compared to the canopy. As
shown in Figure 6, when the canopy ratio increases, the leg position becomes closer to the
back of the canopy. As the leg position is close to the back of the canopy, the distribution of
resistance stress is concentrated in the back portion of the canopy leaving the front portion
of the canopy without any resistance stress. The leg position at the base also moves toward
the center of the base when the canopy ratio increases. This can cause the resistance stress
distribution at the base to become a trapezoidal shape when the leg moves close to the
center, or a rectangular shape when the leg is at the center of the base. Table 4 demonstrates
the conversion value of the different leg resistance forces to the applied boundary stress
for each type of shield support. These values are obtained by converting the resistance
force of the shield legs to the surface resistance stress according to the distribution shape
of the resistance stress for each canopy ratio shown in Figure 6. For CR2 as an example,
the resistance force of 6000 kN is distributed the force to 3.5 m × 2 m plate of the canopy.
Since the distributed load is known to be triangular distribution, the highest point of this
triangular distributed load ‘A’ is equal to 6000 kN/(3.5 m × 2 m) × 2 which is equal to
1.71 MPa.
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Table 4. Apply boundary stress converting from shield resistance force.

Shield Resistance
Force (kN)

Applied Stress (MPa)

CR2 CR2.5 CR3.2

Canopy Base Canopy Base Canopy Base

6000 A = 1.71 B = 2.40 A = 2.00 B = 2.40
C = 0.50 A = 2.40 B = 1.20

8000 A = 2.28 B = 3.20 A = 2.66 B = 2.53
C = 0.66 A = 3.20 B = 1.60

10,000 A = 2.85 B = 4.00 A = 3.33 B = 3.16
C = 0.83 A = 4.00 B = 2.00

12,000 A = 3.42 B = 4.80 A = 4.00 B = 3.80
C = 1.00 A = 4.80 B = 2.40

3.4. Model Validation

Model validation is a crucial step for numerical investigation to evaluate the legitimacy
of the modeling process in representing the actual case study. Field measurement data of
the selected field study are quite limited due to its early stage of mine development. There
are no field measurement data from the actual longwall face to validate the powered shield
since longwall panel extraction has not been yet started. However, there are a couple of
field measurements available that can be utilized for model validation. During the main
gate development, the roof displacement is monitored using two different types of devices,
namely telltale and extensometer. These results are useful for validating the model in this
study. Another valuable field measuring data is surface subsidence from the nearby mine
which is available from the previous research publication. After assessing the location,
rock properties, and geological conditions in that mine, it is found that the overall field
conditions are comparable to those of the selected study area. As a result, these available
field monitoring results are used for the validation of the model in this study.

3.4.1. Roadway Roof Displacement

The installation of telltale and extensometer on the roof of the main gate provided
a vital roof displacement for validating the model. Telltale 28 and Extensometer 35 are
selected for model validation due to their similar condition in terms of cover depth with the
overburden thickness of the global model which is 50 m. The actual cover depth of these
devices is 45 m. Therefore, the overburden of the model is adjusted to 45 m to accurately
simulate the actual conditions for model validation with the assumption that the initial
stress ratio is 1. Telltale is used to monitor the displacement on the roof. The extensometer,
on the other hand, can record roof movement or displacement from 0.3 m to 6 m above the
roof with the interval of the anchor point of 0.3 m. However, the obtained results from the
extensometer from anchor point 0.3 m to 1.2 m display a highly fluctuating value which
could result from a large fracture on the roof which possibly affects the anchor point within
this range. As a result, roof displacement result from this device is monitored at 1.5 m above
the roof. The results of roof displacement from the numerical simulation are measured
at two points. The first point is on the roof and the second point is 1.5 m above the roof.
These results are compared with the recorded data from the aforementioned devices. The
compared result is shown in Figure 7. Since the evolution of roof displacement in the
simulation process is based on the simulation step, there is no suitable method to convert
these simulation steps to the actual time frame to compare with the field monitoring data
which is recorded in the specific time frame. However, this simulation result is meant
to illustrate the static snapshot of the model during its equilibrium state. Likewise, the
evolution of roof displacement in field measurement devices will be stationary when it
reaches an equilibrium state. According to Figure 7, the evolution of roof displacement in
the simulation reaches the maximum value of 17.3 mm on the roof and 12.2 mm at 1.5 m
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above the roof, which are in great agreement with the field monitoring results from both
devices whose values are 17 mm and 11.5 mm, respectively.
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3.4.2. Surface Subsidence

In the study of surface subsidence by Sasaoka, et al. [20] which is located near the
study area, surface displacement is monitored during longwall operation. The monitoring
stations are arranged into two lines, namely line 1 and line 2, above the operated longwall
panel. Line 2 is selected for a validated simulation model due to its resemblance of cover
depth around 50 m. The panel width of the global model is adjusted to fit the actual
panel width of 80 m in the compared study. However, the working thickness cannot be
adjusted to fit the 2 m of the compared study as it will affect the overall model mesh,
shield configuration, and interaction between the shield support and rock surrounding
the longwall face which could result in an inconsistent analysis result in the global model.
Thus, the working thickness is kept at 3 m. There are three surface movement monitoring
stations located along line 2, which begin from the middle of the working panel. Longwall
face had been retreated approximately 100 m before reaching monitoring line 2. The field
result is recorded when the longwall face passed line 2 roughly 2.8 m. In the modeling, the
panel retreats for 100 m length after which the surface displacement is exported from the
97 m length which is 3 m behind the longwall face. The compared result is illustrated in
Figure 8. The maximum surface subsidence in the middle of the panel from the simulation
is slightly higher than the actual field measurement. It is to be expected since the working
thickness of the simulation is thicker than the actual field. However, the overall trend of the
surface displacement profile is still consistent between the simulated and measured results.
This confirms the validity and usability of the numerical model proposed for this study.
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4. Results and Discussion

The outcome of this research utilizes numerical simulation to predict the failure zone
and shield convergence for different depths under the influence of several parameters
including canopy ratio of shield support, shield resistance force as well as stress ratio.
Since the properties of rock change according to the depth of longwall excavation, the
result of the stability analysis of the longwall face is divided into three different depths.
These results are further separated into before web, where face-to-tip distance is 0.5 m, and
after web, where the face-to-tip distance is 1.5 m. The results of these investigations are
presented in Tables 5–12 and Figures 9–12.

4.1. Effect of Shield Support Canopy Ratio on Stability of Longwall Face
4.1.1. Failure Zone Surrounding Longwall Face

There are three types of canopy ratios presented in the previous section. Table 5 shows
the results for longwall face stability under the effect of different shield types before web.
During this stage, the only visible difference in the efficiency of each type of shield in terms
of maintaining the stability of the longwall is shown in the depth of 100 m where the roof
has the lowest strength. The vertical failure zone for all canopy ratio is 0.5 m. However,
the CR2 has the smallest horizontal failure zone. Because CR2 provides well-distributed
resistance stress on the canopy, it allows the whole canopy length to act as the support,
hence a better support efficiency. For depths of 200 m and 300 m, it is relatively stable in
this stage. However, a small increase in the propagation of the horizontal failure zone can
be seen with the change of support from CR2 to CR3.2.

The cutting web extended failure zone which can further indicate the correlation
between the failure zone and the canopy ratio of the shield support (Table 6). During this
stage, the influence of the shield canopy ratio can be observed up to a 200-m depth, where
the strength of the roof is considered moderate. For a 100-m depth, the vertical failure zone
increases from 1 m to 1.75 m when the canopy ratio increases. Combining with a wider
extent of horizontal fracture in CR2.5 and CR3.2 results in a larger area of the failure zone.
As a result, the CR2 shield provides the best result in terms of keeping the roof relatively
more stable. In between the adoption of these three variations of shield support canopy
ratio for 200 m, the vertical failure zone is not significantly different. However, horizontal
failure zones of CR2.5 and CR3.2 are extended more compared to the case of CR2, which
also suggests that CR2 is the better choice for shield support. For 300-m depth, in which
the roof is relatively harder, there is no significant difference in the failure area between
those shield types. The result of this section demonstrates that CR2 is the most efficient
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support, especially when it comes to the weaker rock in the shallower depth. The influence
of canopy ratio becomes insignificant for the harder roof.

Table 5. Failure zone under the influence of canopy ratio (before web).

Depth
Canopy Ratio: CR

2.0 2.5 3.2

100 m
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4.1.2. Shield Convergence

Figure 9 shows the shield convergence under the different shield canopy ratios. The
canopy ratio has no effect on shield convergence. The explanation for this behavior can be
seen in the displacement contour shown in Figure 3b. The maximum vertical displacement
is located in the end part of the canopy where the resistance stress of the shield support
is at the maximum value. Thus, the change in canopy ratio will not have any substantial
effect on shield convergence as the studied canopy ratio will only influence the tip and
the front part of the canopy. The maximum shield convergence range is 30 mm to 45 mm
which is comparable to the outcome from the research work of Zhao et al. [12] where the
range is around 20 mm to 35 mm. The smaller shield convergence of this study is due to
the higher roof strength. The bar chart represents the increment percent of convergence
during shield loading after web in comparison to the convergence before web. The results
show the increase of shield convergence of 100%, 80%, and 65% on average for a depth of
100 m, 200 m, and 300 m, respectively. Since the roof condition of the shallower depth is
relatively weak, cutting web can cause the roof to develop more fractures which result in a
higher impact on shield convergence.
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4.2. Effect of Shield Resistance Force on Stability of Longwall Face
4.2.1. Failure Zone Surrounding Longwall Face

In longwall mining, shield support goes through the loading cycle during each re-
treating step for the longwall face. Shield resistance force is set at a certain value during
the stage before web which is also known as setting pressure. After web, the roof above
the shield begins to collapse, which results in more loading acting on the shield. This
phenomenon causes the pressure of the shield to increase at a certain time. In the case of
none yield condition, the pressure of the shield is released and retreated and begin the cycle
again. The result of the stability of the longwall face with the influence of shield resistance
capacity before web is presented in Table 7. This result can represent the resistance force
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at the beginning of the loading cycle. Resistance force in this stage represents the setting
pressure. According to these results, the longwall face is relatively stable for all depths.
Even in 100-m depth cases, where the rock strength is relatively low, the vertical failure zone
penetrates 0.5 m regardless of the resistance force adopted. With the increasing resistance
force from 6000 kN to 8000 kN in 100 m depth, the failure zone of the roof only has a
slight improvement. Above 8000 kN, there is no change in terms of the failure zone. These
results show that the influence of the setting pressure is very minimal on the stability of the
longwall face during this stage. Setting pressure can be set as low as 6000 kN as the failure
zone is still in the allowable range of roof control.

Table 7. Failure zone under the influence of shield resistance force (before web).

Depth
Shield Resistance Force (kN)

6000 8000 10,000 12,000

100 m
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Table 8 illustrates the failure zone of the longwall face after web with different resis-
tance forces. This resistance force can represent the maximum pressure before the shield is
released and retreating in non-yield conditions. The result shows that these pressures have
an effect on maintaining the stability of the longwall face. For both 100-m and 200-m depth
cases, a significant decrease of the vertical failure zone can be observed when the resistance
force increases from 6000 kN to 12,000 kN. However, the change is very small in case of a
depth of 300 m which shows only a settle effect of the resistance force for this depth. Due to
the strength of the roof in 300-m depth being stronger than the shallower depth, it required
less shield resistance force. It can be said that shield resistance force can reduce the failure
zone on the roof. A higher shield resistance force is required for the shallow depth due to
its weaker roof condition.
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Table 8. Failure zone under the influence of shield resistance force (after web).

Depth
Shield Resistance Force (kN)

6000 8000 10,000 12,000

100 m
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4.2.2. Shield Convergence

The results of shield convergence under different resistance forces are presented in
Figure 10. The average increment percentage of convergence between before and after
web for each depth is also 98%, 80%, and 65% for the respective depths. The maximum
convergence for 6000 kN cases reaches 33 mm, 40 mm, and 45 mm for the respected depth
of 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m after web. When resistance force increases, the convergence
decreases at a rate of 8%, 4%, and 2% for the respective depth. The result points out that
resistance force has a slight effect on the convergence of the longwall face. The effect seems
even less significant for the deeper depth of 300 m.
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4.3. Effect of Stress Ratio on Stability of the Longwall Face
4.3.1. Failure Zone Surrounding Longwall Face

The result of longwall face stability before web under the influence of stress ratio is
shown in Table 9. These results indicate that before web, the longwall face is relatively
stable in most of the studied stress ratios. Except for cases of low stress ratio in shallower
depths of 100 m and 200 m where the roof failure zone is 0.5 m, the failure zone is penetrated
at only a 0.25 m distance for the roof, the floor, and coal face. The combination of low stress
ratio of 0.5 and low strength roof in 100 m depth product a longer range of vertical failure
zone up to 0.75 m on the roof. According to Table 9, for low stress ratio, roof failure zone
tends to develop vertically. In contrast, the high stress ratio develops the roof failure zone
in a horizontal direction.

Table 10 represents the failure zone developed after web. Due to the cutting web, the
failure zone significantly extended, which better illustrates the effect of the stress ratio
on the stability of the longwall face. These outcomes indicate that the orientation of roof
failure is based on the condition of stress ratio. The results at a stress ratio of 0.5 have
shown a large failure zone develops vertically above the roof. This fracture is very large
and the failure zone in 100 m and 200 m cases are propagated to the caved zone in the goaf
area. This can generate a highly dangerous condition for the longwall face to develop a
potential roof fall. Due to the higher strength of the roof at depth 300 m, the fracture is also
significant but not propagated into the caved zone, which makes it less dangerous than
the two previous depths. From these results, in the area where stress ratio is 0.5, roof fall
is expected, especially in the shallow depth panel. For all depths, the failure zone in the
vertical direction is decreased when the stress ratio increases. However, at stress ratio 2, the
failure zone begins to expand in both horizontal and vertical directions. As seen in Table 10,
for a 200-m depth, the vertical range of the failure zone decreases from 1.75 m at a stress
ratio of 1 to 0.5 m at stress ratio of 1.5. However, when the stress ratio further increases to 2,
the vertical range of the failure zone also increases. The apparent lack of continuity can be
explained by the wider range of the horizontal failure zone, which could also promote the
vertical failure zone. Hence, for the stress ratio of 2 and above, the overall failure zone will
start to increase again. The most stable stress condition for the longwall mine in this region
should fall into the range of stress ratio higher than 1 but lower than 2. Table 10 also shows
that the potential of the buckling effect on the face area also increases when the stress ratio
increases for 300 m depth. This buckling is caused by the increase in horizontal stress. Even
in the condition of a small failure zone on the roof, the buckling effect can increase the risk
of danger by initiating the failure zone to propagate from the roof to the coal face especially
in a deeper area with a higher stress ratio. However, according to this result, up to stress
ratio 2, the buckling effect is still in a manageable condition. The solution to this longwall
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face stability problem with a low stress ratio of 0.5 can be improved by adopting an incline
timber pile roof reinforcement method to improve roof conditions.

Table 9. Failure zone under the influence of stress ratio (before web).

Depth
Stress Ratio: K

0.5 1 1.5 2

100 m
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These results also allow us to understand the mechanism of the roof caving behavior
of the longwall face. At a lower stress ratio of 0.5 where the horizontal stress is less than
vertical stress, the behavior of the roof caving follows the detached block model. The
mechanism behind this behavior is that the higher intensity of vertical stress will affect
the roof to move downward. Since there is not enough horizontal stress to counteract
with vertical stress, the failure zone is moving upward and connecting to the caved zone
which easily detaches when the shield supports move forward. As the stress ratio increases
above 1, the horizontal stress also increases. As a result, a higher support effect from the
horizontal stress on the roof is available to counteract the intensity of the vertical stress.
This leads the roof caving mechanism to behave differently more towards the bending
mechanism. This behavior follows the bulking model, which according to Galvin [47],
considers shield support as a displacement control system.

4.3.2. Shield Convergence

The results of the shield convergence under the influence of different stress ratios
are illustrated in Figure 11a–c. The results lend support to the idea that the stability of
longwall stress is more stable with a higher stress ratio. For all depth cases, before web,
the convergence is at their maximum value in stress ratio of 0.5 which are 19 mm, 28 mm,
and 34 mm for 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m depth, respectively. Through all the case studies,
when the stress ratio increases from 0.5 to 2, the values of the convergence decrease in the
average rate of 23%, 26%, and 22% for the respective depths. This statement is also true
for the case after web. By comparing the convergence between before and after web, the
convergence increases in the average rate of 100% for 100 m depth, 75% for 200 m depth,
and 60% for 300 m depth which lead the maximum shield convergence to 37 mm, 50 mm
and 57 mm for the respective depths.
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Table 10. Failure zone under the influence of stress ratio (after web).

Depth
Stress Ratio: K

0.5 1 1.5 2

100 m
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5. Stability Control of Longwall Face Stability under the Weak Geological Conditions

The stability of the longwall face can be optimized according to the outcomes and
discussion from the previous section. However, even though the best available option
of the case study such as canopy ratio 2, high shield resistance force of 12,000 kN is not
able to minimize the roof failure zone to the allowable range of stability control in the
longwall face stability study which is around 0.5 m. In the typical coal mine, optimizing
the parameters above should improve the stability of the longwall face to the allowable
range. However, because the studied area is located in weak geological conditions, opti-
mizing these parameters is not enough to keep the face in stable condition. As a result, a
guideline for countermeasures is needed to further improve the stability of the longwall
face. One of the proposed strategies is to modify the cutting configuration which has a
smaller face-to-tip distance before web and to reduce the cutting width of the web. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of this strategy, the numerical model is configured to reduce
the aforementioned distance. In this case, the adoption of the face-to-tip distance of the
canopy is 0.25 m. The web width is reduced to 0.5 m. Shield with canopy ratio 2 and
resistance force of 10,000 kN is adopted as the base case study for this. The drawback of
this strategy is that it will affect the overall time of the panel advancing operation.

Table 11 shows the result of the failure zone before web when the suggested coun-
termeasure is adopted. The results indicates that the adopted method have reduced the
failure zone of all case studies before web below the allowable range of 0.5 m. This shows
the effectiveness of the proposed method. On the other hand, Table 12 shows the result
after web. According to these results, the suggested method is also really effective for stress
ratios of 1 and above. A significant improvement in terms of the stability of the longwall
face can be observed when compared to Table 10. However, for the stress ratio of 0.5, even
adopted the suggested countermeasure method, the risk of roof fall still remains very high.
Great attention has to be paid to the longwall face located in the shallow depth with low
stress ratio. The roof reinforcement method is a must for operating longwall face extraction
under these ground conditions. The recommended roof reinforcement is the utilization of
incline timber piles or wooden bolts as it would not interfere with the shear cutter.

Table 11. Failure zone after adopting the countermeasure (before web).

Depth
Stress Ratio: K

0.5 1 1.5 2

100 m
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Table 12. Failure zone after adopting the countermeasure (after web).

Depth Stress Ratio: K
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The total shield convergent also reduces when compared to prior adopting the coun-
termeasure (Figure 12). The shield convergence for the longwall face during the before web
period can be seen to slightly reduce around 3% to 5%. During this period, face-to-tip dis-
tance is relatively small in both cases prior and subsequent to the adopting of the proposed
countermeasure. As a result, this slight reduction of shield convergence is expected. A
significant reduction can be found after web, where face-to-tip distance is relatively larger.
Shield convergence during this stage reduces on average about 17%, 15%, and 4% for the
depth of 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m, respectively. This indicates that shield convergence is
more sensitive to the strength of the roof as higher reduction can be achieved in shallower
depths where the rock is relatively weaker.
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6. Conclusions

This research has given an account of predicting the stability of the longwall face
under weak geological conditions by means of numerical analysis. The model test was
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conducted under various influences including canopy ratio, shield resistance force as well
as stress ratio. The outcome confirmed that the aforementioned parameters have significant
influence on the stability of the longwall face which can be used for optimizing its stability.
The study focuses on the failure zone and shield convergence of the face. The overall
evidence from the study suggests that the biggest problem when developing longwall
mining in weak geological conditions is the risk of roof fall in the longwall face.

• In weak rock, shield canopy ratio value is preferred to be nearby to 2. Shield setting
pressure at the beginning of the loading cycle can be set as low as 6000 kN and after
web higher shield resistance force provides better roof condition.

• The influence of the stress ratio on the roof failure zone is significant. The propagation
of the failure zone above the roof of the longwall face decreases when the stress ratio
increases, as the increase of horizontal stress in higher stress ratio could help counteract
roof caving. However, from stress ratio 2, the horizontal failure zone starts to increase
which is plausible to promote the vertical failure zone especially for weaker roofs due
to excessively horizontal stress. In the lower stress ratio of 0.5, the roof caving behavior
is following the detached block model. However, when the stress ratio is 1 or above,
the roof caving behavior in the longwall face is following the bulking model concept.

• Shield convergence decreases following the increase of shield resistance force. The
same can be said when stress ratio increases. The increment of convergence between
before and after web increases in correlation with the increase of roof rock strength.

The recommended countermeasure by reducing both face-to-tip distance and cutting
width shows a great effect on the stability of the longwall face. The roof failure zone for
the stress ratio 1 or higher has been reduced to the allowable range which implies an
excellent roof condition. However, an extra precaution in roof control is required when the
stress ratio is 0.5 as a high risk of roof fall is expected. The suggested selection criteria for
longwall face shield support in this weak geological condition is considering shield support
capacity at least 10,000 kN, set-to-yield convergence at least 60 mm, face-to-tip distance of
0.25 m, and cutting width of 0.5 m. For future works, it is recommended to focus on roof
stability under low stress ratio as well as roof shield support performant during the actual
longwall operation when field monitoring of the shield support pressure and convergence
are available.
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